PROFESSIONAL BRICK CLEANING
HAS ARRIVED IN NZ!

THE PERFECT FINISH TO A JOB WELL DONE.
Have you ever wondered
why the brickwork is so
much cleaner in Australia
than in NZ? Are the
bricklayers in Australia
more skilled? Do they take
more pride in their work?

The answer is no, we are very lucky to have some of the most
skilled bricklayers in the world living in NZ.
The simple reason is there is a very successful brick cleaning
industry operating in Australia which is quite separate to the
bricklaying industry. The result is very clean brickwork.
No matter how skilled the bricklayer is they don’t have the
specialist equipment required to clean many of the more
challenging bricks available to a high standard.
There is an increased awareness from builders and developers that
for a nominal sum having their brick veneers professionally cleaned
lifts the presentation of their product and adds value in what is a
competitive market.

Recommended by Midland

THE DIFFERENCE IS...

ABOUT US.
AKL Brick Wash is proudly owned by
Mike Massey & Chris Wilson. Mike & Chris
are LPB qualified Brick & Blocklayers, owners
of Auckland Bricklayers Ltd and members
of members of Masonry Trades Association
of New Zealand.
Mike and Chris specialise in cleaning
mortar residue from newly laid brickwork
With hundreds of cleans under their belt
on a huge variety of brickwork they are
experts and leaders in their field.

EQUIPMENT.
AKL’s mobile brick cleaning unit was custom
built in NZ specifically to clean brickwork.
Utilizing variable pressure and based on
successful designs operating in Germany
and Australia for decades.

ACID FREE.

FAST TURNAROUND.

Brickwork has traditionally been cleaned using
Hydrochloric Acid. However, AKL Brick Wash
chooses to use a synthetic acid which is 100%
non-toxic, fully bio degradable, non-fuming with
a triple zero HMIS score. Great for everyone on
site and great for the environment.

Because variable pressure is used, newly laid
brickwork can be cleaned 48 hours after it is
finished with no damage to brickwork or joints.

HELPFUL TIPS.
GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR BRICK WASH.
Tips for the QS.
You only need to allocate $7 per m2 to have
your newly laid brickwork professionally cleaned.
Feel free to phone us for advice

Tips for the Bricklayer.
Just lay, don’t even attempt to clean! Brush it
and keep it free from dags and we will do the rest.
Do you have a challenging brick to lay?
Get us involved before you start!

Tips for the Project Manager.
We don’t need it for long, but we do need the scaffold
left up if the work is above 2.5m. Give us a few days
notice before the bricklayers are due to finish andwe
can we can get in and out really fast.

REFERENCES.
WE HAVE PERFORMED HUNDREDS OF BRICK CLEANING JOBS,
HERE ARE A FEW COMMENTS FROM OUR HAPPY CUSTOMERS.

“Mike & Chris from AKL Brick Wash
cleaned the brickwork on four of
our newly finished premium homes.
They were fast, highly professional and
the outcome was very impressive.”

“Brilliant! We were on a tight timeline and they
got in two days after we finished and made the
job look like a million dollars. Was worried about
damage with it being so freshly laid but these
guys are too good at what they do”
Alun Jones, Jones Brick and Block Ltd

Phil Watson, Project Manager, Nuline Construction Ltd

“Very impressed with the outcome,
the owners were stoked”
Matt Hepper, Project Manager, Fowler Homes Ltd.

“AKL Brick Wash came in and
cleaned the brickwork on 14 of our
Terrace Houses, what a difference!
A fantastic job!”
Minesh Lal, Project Manager, GJ Gardener Ltd

OTHER SERVICES.
WHILE OUR SPECIALTY IS REMOVING
MORTAR SMEARS FROM NEW
BRICKWORK, WE ALSO PROVIDE:
Civil work.
House Soft Washing.
	Large area surface cleaning; car parks,
tennis courts, pavements etc.
Fence cleaning.

CONTACT
MIKE
021 444 907
mike@aklbricklayers.co.nz

CHRIS
027 398 0602
chris@aklbricklayers.co.nz

@aklbrickwash

